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Have you ever wondered why Bangalore has been the hub of so many Multi National Companies
(MNC) and mushrooming new Indian MNCâ€™s? Well itâ€™s very simple. Wherever there are resources,
companies get automatically lured to get such resources. And Bangalore is surely one cosmopolitan
city where the technical talents are available and thereby alluring destination of huge MNCâ€™s. With
the growing number of technical education and famous institutes like IIM Bangalore and Indian
Institute of Science or Indian statistical Institute Bangalore is surely the epitome of higher education.
Bangalore is also the city of migrates because lots of people from other parts of India comes here to
have quality education or for job.

Bangalore the Sillicon Valley

Most of the companies have their R&D centre in Bangalore and the city becoming a red hot spot for
all the high end technical expertise. Being home of very famous institutes Bangalore is surely
drawing attention from the world as one of the hottest destination for quality education. Currently in
Karnataka there are 20 universities, 114 medical colleges, 152 engineering institutes and 248
polytechnics. Certainly with such number of institutes one can imagine the number of graduates
being produced every year. Manpower and good technical resources made Bangalore surely a hub
of R&D centre for many of the large-scale US MNC .More and more manpower and more and more
companies, thatâ€™s how Bangalore is surely becoming the greatest Silicon Valley in the world.
Information technology hub Bangalore is drawing a lot of attention these days also because of the
growing amount of money and the salary that it offers to its employees. Having said all this,
Bangalore is definitely one of the hottest cosmopolitan cities in India.

Colleges and Universities in Bangalore:

Colleges in Bangalore offer great varieties of courses. Christ College is perhaps one of the elite out
of all these. Bangalore colleges  also are surely drawing lots of attention in terms of the quality of
education that it offers and variety of courses of course. We can see lots of NRI and foreigners who
take admissions in these colleges. Big campuses full of young students manifest the rising demand
of Bangalore colleges. Though Bangalore colleges mostly are affiliated to Bangalore University, out
of 20 Universities Bangalore University is the oldest one. Bangalore Universities offer various
courses and when we talk about higher education such as PhD masters degrees these Universities
are preferred destination. Universities in Bangalore are quite popular among Bangalore-earns as
well as outside Bangalore and it offers affiliations through various colleges in Bangalore. In fact
Bangalore is growing hub of lot of foreign Universities as well. With the growing number of foreign
Universities Bangalore is sure to rock. The quality of education is soaring and fees are optimal no
wonder why the students migrate to Bangalore to have Dental education. Bangalore has very good
number of institutes that offers Dental courses. The numbers of Dental colleges are very high which
draws a lot of attention from various part of India. One can build their career in a smooth and
successive way with the help of Bangalore medical colleges. Mostly the education in Bangalore is
very high in demand and the mushrooming of institutes surely proves it.
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Rahul - About Author:
Get log in to a bangalore education where you would find top Bangalore colleges including a mba
colleges in Bangalore and lots more about a universities in Bangalore here with.
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